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ART. 95]     "               '*"*** SIMILAR SOLIDS.                                             ^7
94. Similar solids. Let dv, dv' be the volumes of two •rresponding elements Q, Q'; p, p their densities; r, rf their distances from two corresponding points P> P'. The lines QP, Q'P' are parallel and the forces have the ratio pdv/r2 to p'dv'jr'*, which is the same as the constant ratio pr to p'r. The resultant attractipns^of similar and similarly situated solids at corresponding points are therefore parallel and have the ratio pr to p'r'.                •
In the same way the attractions of similar surfaces at corresponding points are in the ratio of their surface densities.
Heterogeneous bodies.    Let the density of a solid body at any
^M^^SS^^^^*^^*'3®^*****-'''
oe p = ty(ac, y, z\ where ty is a homogeneous function of the coordinates of s dimensions. Let the potential at a point P be F= 0(6*7, 5).
Increase the dimensions of the body and the distance of P from the origin 0 in any given ratio 1 : /8. We thus have two bodies bounded by similar surfaces S, S' attracting two points P, Pf similarly situated. Since the potentials at the points P, P' of corresponding elements at Q, Qr are proportional to the masses divided by the distances, the potential at P' of the enlarged body
J
^
The potential at P' of a thin shell bounded by the surfaces /3 and p + dp may be found by differentiating V with regard to (3 on the supposition that the coordinates of P' (viz. 01, <fec.) are constant. If we finally put /3=1, this shell will become a thin layer placed on the surface S. Since d£/£= - dp/ft, &c. we have for the potential
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where F=0(£, 77, £•). Since this shell is bounded by similar surfaces, and its density is i/> (#, y, z), its surface density a- at x, y, z, is <r=p^ (x, y, z) dp, where p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane. Also if M, M' be the masses of the original body and the stratum, M' = M (s + 3) dp. We may substitute for dp one or other of these values according as we wish to express the potential in terms of the surface density or the mass.
.'.    -"- Lap laces, Poissons and Gauss  theorems.
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95. Jiapla^e^theorem.t. Let (£ 77, f) be the coordinates of any particle A of the attracting matter, and let m be the mass of that particle. Let (#, y, z) be the coordinates of any point P.
* This formula for the potential of a heterogeneous  stratum placed  on the surface of a known body was given by Ferrers in Q. J. vol. xiv. 1877. t Mecanique Celeste, T. n.

